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EDITORIAL NOTE

Anesthesiology Case Reports is a monthly, peer-reviewed, open-access 
publication dedicated to highlighting all essential research information on 
anesthesia and its related to case studies for successful contributions in the 
field of medical sciences. As an outcome, it has been decided that papers on 
these topics will be welcome in our Journal; and to emphasize the 
cultivation of Anesthesia. Our publication publishes a variety of case 
reports, case studies, and research papers from all around the world. We 
encourage all doctors, eminent writers, students, graduates, and others from 
all around the world, our magazine is the ideal venue for showcasing various 
types of case reports from all over the world.

Anesthesiology Case Reports specializes in digital advertising to help clients 
rapidly and efficiently communicate and attract new customers. Our 
advertising alternatives, which include banners, sponsored emails, article 
alerts, and newsletters, are large and diverse, providing businesses with the 
best-personalized marketing chances in science and health. We are a well-
known publisher, with most of our publications indexed in prestigious 
databases such as Google Scholar, Scopus, and PubMed. The advertising 
platform we provide is the finest opportunity for you to showcase your 
products/services and promote your company.

The journal places the most emphasis on the author's unique contributions, 
which deal with essential instances in anaesthesia treatment. The criteria for 
such innovative findings are completely determined by the process of critical 
peer-review. The journal also benefits from the aid of a well-constructed 
editorial board, which includes highly regarded professionals in terms of

experience and skill in the field of anesthesiology. The journal also benefits 
from the assistance of a well-constructed editorial board, which includes 
highly renowned professionals in the field of anesthesiology in terms of 
experience and expertise. If you want to gain global visibility for your 
products and services, here is the place to be. We have engaged an audience 
of students, research researchers, scientists, doctors, professors, pharmacists, 
and professionals from companies across the domains, with over 5 million 
readers globally and approximately 3 million hits every month on our 
website. We adhere to the publishing industry's high quality and ethical 
standards, making us distinct and superior to the competition.

Pulsus Group Journals have got 1,062,262 sessions to date, confirming the 
impressive pool of new users and visitors. Pulsus Group Journals follow the 
Open Access publishing approach, making them the best choice for scholars 
and authors all around the world. We recognize the importance of timely 
announcement, and our effective and fast analysis procedure removes 
unnecessary delays in the construction, publication, and delivery of 
distributed material universal in record time.

I am pleased to offer Volume 4, Issue 4 of Anesthesiology Case Reports on 
behalf of the journal's Board of Directors and my co-editors. The magazine 
was founded in 2018 and has since published 8 issues: 5 issues each year. 
The average download per article is growing, with 100+ downloads per 
publication. All of these are encouraging indicators. We were able to reach 
this point thanks to the solid support of the Board of Directors and the 
kindness of the readers and contributors (authors and reviewers).
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